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event in more ways than one. Is anyone here who's ever attended

an indoor groundbreaking? (Laughter) And after what journalist

have been enduring for the last six weeks. It seems unusual,

too, that we should be gathered to honor one of their number.
(Laughter) From Baghdad all the way back to (unclear) and

Washington, the profession has been kicked around in recent times

as seldom before. That could be part because there aren't enough

of them like the guy we are talking about this morning. I can

see by the age level here that quite a few of you are old enough

to remember this man. And I thought outside of Ruth, I'd be the

one here who had known him longer than anyone else, but I have to

yield to an ex-Hollywood High and UCLA fellow student of Harold

Keen's, Mr. Berger, in the front row, who's intimate friendship

with Harold's goes back to the 1920's, very obviously.

Harold will be remembered principally for his days on

television, which he entered in its infancy, not because he was

much like what you see in the television news today. I doubt

very much and I am sure Ruth would validate this, I just can't

believe that Harold ever submitted to a blow dry hair job.

(Laughter) His on air manner was not exactly in accord with much

of today's happy news. Harold didn't think it too important to

be kidded about if he had a flat tire on his way to work that day

as they kicked it over from the weather to sports and back to the

commentary. But he frequently had prepared his copy so close to

air time that there wasn't time to get it up on the crawl, as

they called it, to make it look as if they are looking into the
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camera and the words were just flowing from a fertile

mind. (Laughter) Old Harold was there looking as if he was

bobbing for apples. (Laughter) Reading much too fast, it's

possible that in the today's world of high pay consultant, Harold
might not even be employed by a tv station. Indeed, it could be

said that he had about only one thing going for him and that was

total believability. Here was a man if you think of the word

credibility, you have to think of Harold Keen. People knew when

they got something from Harold that it was the best information

that was available. They knew it was ever going to be colored.

It was going to come straight through as news and not as any

hidden agendas. Harold was straight forward. He was the one man

who made the first television station in San Diego what it could

become and what it did become and if some of the aura has fallen

away, from that station in the competitive communication's race,

it very well could be because Harold is no longer one of its

staff.

I first met the guy in 193-

End of Side A

Side B

Lionel Van Deerlin: (cont. )

...San Diego Sun for a job paying $18.00 a week. (Laughter)

Harold, Hho had had a year start on me, HaS already making

$25.00.(Laughter) And as I often (unclear) him on occasion being
I

------~
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his interviewee and much many years later, I never caught up with

him. The San Diego Sun was not, was a Scripps Howard paper, and

any of you who know anything about the newspaper business, know

that the Scripps Howard syndicate was always the outrater of
second and third newspapers where ever they operated. They got

along with staffs about half of the size of the opposition papers

and even though this was a time when so called pm newspapers,

afternoon papers, were still the leading circulation builders and

money makers in newspaper(unclear) , which fell, a position which

was abandoned to morning newspapers when television carne in to

take up people's evening time. The San Diego Sun got by with

about as little in the way of investment or expenditure as it

could be imagined. For one thing, they were quite paternalistic,

they paid us on Mondays rather than on Fridays, so we wouldn't go

and blow the whole thing on the weekend. (Laughter) The office

boys, the copy boys, referred to their pay checks as Christopher

Columbus checks because after eight cents had been taken out for

a new program called social security, the amount carne to $14.92.

(Laughter) (unclear) •..on the newspaper, a stone depth fellow

named Earl Zan, who had one limitation imposed upon him. No

matter what the importance of the story, he was not to use more

than two flash bulbs. (Laughter) Flash bulbs cost about six

cents each and they were an expenditure. Earl was once called

out of bed at one o'clock in the morning to cover a big

department store fire downtown, the old no it wasn't Marston,

it was south of Broadway, Walkers? No Well, Whitney's,
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Whitney's, Whitney's. You find when you get older ... (unclear)

(Laughter) And he had quickly used up his two flash bulbs

before the fire really flared, (Laughter) so poor Earl climbed

seven flights up the fire escape across the street, from the
building, and waited and took a time framed exposure, utilizing

the exploding flash bulbs of the Union and the Tribune

photographers (Laughter) and got a picture that was carried

nation wide as a prize. (unclear) And the story is probably

apocryphal, but told none the less of the hard bitten managing

editor of the Sun, J. Boyd Stevens, who is still with us in

Rancho Bernardo, even older than some of us. That a reporter was

once given three days to take a bride to Yosemite on a honeymoon

and the middle of the third day, he wired back to the office and

said, "It's wonderful here. Can I stay an extra day?" And the

replied came back from J. Boyd Stevens, "What you are doing is

wonderful anywhere. "(Laughter) Many of us on the staff, you had

to get along on (unclear) ....even on the (unclear) sum of $25.00,

which Harold was making, it was just as well to watch you

expenditures. And we lived in a rooming house runned by an

elderly couple about ten minutes from downtown ...mom and pop

Hair. Mom was the real dynamo. She ran the place. For eight

dollars a week, you got a room and three meals. She put up a

lunch for you to take to work. If you didn't want to carry lunch

to work, you could have the whole deal for seVen dollars. But

five lunches for the week for the extra buck was not too shabby.

Pop Hair, I reckoned to say, had to be watched rather closely

I
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because if you kept any booze in a dresser draw, you would find

it, after a few days, watered down. (Laughter) He had the idea

while you were there at work in the day time, pop was making the

rounds, checking the supplies. (Laughter)
Harold Keen was ..., you know we all had to be fairly fast

when you were out numbered as we were by the opposition, but

Harold was a simply an amazing sight to behold. Afterwards,

after the San Diego Sun, has been bought out by a certain chain

operation, which will be nameless, otherwise known as the Copley

Press, he went over to the Tribune and when they acquired Harold,

they really got something. It was said all the Trib that Harold

could turn out a lead for the Tribune and one for the Los Angeles

Times and one for the Associated Press, all of which he

represented as well as having his job on the Tribune, while

normal man was just working out his story for the paper. And

after 39 years as the San Diego correspondence with the Los

Angeles Times, Harold was flattered to see them start a San Diego

edition and to note, that, to replace Harold, they hired a staff

of thirty. The late afternoons were no relaxing time for Harold

because at 5:00 or 5:15 or 5:30, whenever it was, he had a

fifteen minute news program on KFSD, the old am radio station,

who's studios were down on top of the grand hotel. And while the

other members of the staff were beginning to shake off the

effects of the day's work, Harold was a (unclear), if you never

assembled a fifteen minute newscast, believe me it's a lot of air

time to fill and yet Harold carry it all off as if it was just
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flowing from the ...more than the carbon copies of the day's news

that he was working off from the Tribune. In that date, radio

news was even less sophisticated than today and Harold was

probably the first radio reporter who did more than just read

what has already appeared in the newspaper. He was a man who

followed up stories and you knew when you heard Harold on the air

that you were having access to the very latest in whatever he was

giving you. When television came, ah ...television. 1948, we

were a little behind the East Coast in getting it, but San Diego

had its first station early on with channel 8, KFMB-TV and the

management, and of course there was nothing in television at that

point that in any way match, those even before (unclear) network

news shows with cameras and (unclear) and a like. It was totally

in its infancy, but the management of that news station had the

wit to see that in this very good reporter, there was a making of

a nightly news program, which wasn't a news program at all, but,

it's called, "People in the News." And there was a fifteen

minute interview program in which Harold Keen came on and he

would introduce whoever happened to be in the news and it was a

conversation piece around town who had been on the night before

and pretty soon he became a very powerful figure in his ability

to get people to come on. And some might have been nervous, but

they were more nervous about not coming on and having someOne

like Harold Keen wondering why and trying to find out why they

didn't want to come on.

This was a time when television was still in, news at least,
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not anything like an interview program (unclear) ...still

categorized as public service to fulfill the requirements that

was supposedly imposed upon the licensees to serve the public

interest convenience and necessity, not just to make money. It

was many years later that the management discovered that the good

local news was also an excellent money maker and could produce a

lot more on revenue than the small share of the take that they

got off the network advertising. The Tribune, however, began to

be a little disturbed by this news of this reporter. This was

before the newspaper in general were accepting television as they

(unclear) earlier on been reluctant to accept radio because, you

see, if competed with the newspapers for advertising and so the

time came, when Harold, early in the 1950's, when Harold got his

ultimatum. Either he was going to have to go with this new

competitor, the television or he was going to have decide that he

was after all a newspaper man and stay with the Tribune. He

could not do both. And to the amazement of the newspaper

management, Harold had the vision to see that there might be a

future even greater in television than in the print (unclear).

And he went with KFMB, both in radio and tv and I should say that

today, for a while, you might have supposed that the most

celebrated news man ever to come out of San Diego, was a fellow

named Max Miller, who had been a water from reporter for the old

Sun and who wrote ten novels beginning with" I covered the water

front," which of course song and movie and all, made him rich and

he was able to take up residence in La Jolla and which I assure
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you, I can't think of any other San Diego Sun veteran who ever

could live in La Jolla,(Laughter) including those present. And

this is because he was so identified with all the big news

stories that this burgeoning city encountered. One of my

favorite recollections is of a fellow who ran across the western

United States in about 1952 or 1953, killing, robbing, (unclear),

raping as he went. He was called "Bad Boy Bill Cook." And he

had claimed 7,8, or 9 lives, he'd come up to campers in their

recreational vehicles and kill them and take whatever they had

and move on. Finally, he was, he was an object of such a chase

that he crossed into Mexico and the FBI in San Diego, put out the

word that they were (unclear) to him and they were on to this and

they would produce him very quickly. And it turned out that a

couple of Mexican rural police encountered Bad Boy Bill Cook and

took him captive and brought him up to Tijuana and the cameras

went down to Tijuana. And there was a huge press conference

where Harold had not miss the opportunity to give the FBI a

little bit for their pomposity and their failure. (Laughter) He

was interviewing Bad Boy Bill Cook, who sat their with his head

down in his chest, he wouldn't look up, and this just wasn't

going to be a good television picture at all. So Harold leads

with, " Here's this man who has killed nearly a dozen people in

this rampage that has had the attention of the whole country,

these last weeks." And he reached over and lifts his chin up,

looking right into the camera. (Laughter) It worked.

Harold showed similar daring every Tuesday night. This was
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in the days when broadcasters didn't manage, mind shamelessly,

boosting commercial enterprises and every Tuesday night was pro

wrestling night in San Diego. And pro wrestling was, I regret

to tell you, way back then was just as ...just what it is today
(Laughter) Every Tuesday night a feature of Harold's people in

•
the news program on channel 8 was an interview with whoever was

the hottest wrestler of the moment was going to be on the card

that night. And Harold's motice was to tell the wrestler, he

wanted to put on what his favorite hole was. Well poor Harold,

week after week, he'd submit himself to headlocks .... (Laughter)

airplane spins and the most ludicrous of all carne the night they

were featuring midget wrestlers,(Laughter) only about three feet

tall. These fellows didn't understand that they were supposed to

hold back, you know, and poor Harold, he took a horrible

(unclear) (Laughter)

More serious side, Harold was the best, well I would say one

of the two or three best interviewers I have ever known. If you

have noticed anything about tv interviewers, most of them,

especially these pretty ones,(Laughter) and I refer to both

sexes. (Laughter) Coupled with an interview that you hear, if

that the interviewer is so busy thinking of what he is going to

ask next, that he isn't listening at all to what the interviewee

is saying in response to his previous question. You just see

them looking at their notes and the person is talking and you

always have the feeling that one of these types of interviews

that you could say and "why did you corne to San Diego?" and the
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answer could be, "Well because I was up for montraside in

Oklahoma and ...(Laughter) And the interviewer would come up, "

And where do you plan to live?"(Laughter) Harold was not that

kind of interviewer. He was the kind who uh ....just wouldn't let
you off the hook. His gambit was to say "Now here is what we are

going to talk about in this interview." And of course, I got to

understand that after this (unclear) I was in Congress, I knew

the guy well enough to know, "Look out this is not what he going

to talk about at all." (Laughter) You have this little

preparation of interviewing in you and they tell you about what

questions you are going to come to, and I came to my district

five nights before the 1964 election with Linden Johnson

and this was at the climax of a campaign that Johnson was

supposed to be winning in a walk, except two or three nights

before, in the local YMCA, near the White House, a highly placed

member of the Johnson-(unclear) trust had been caught in a

compromising situation with a homosexual ring, And there was

great concern within the ranks of the campaign that this might,

well you know, you can't tell how the public is going to react to

something like this and it might be very damaging. It didn't

look as if it should be. This was my first re-election campaign

and I, or course, was worried that, I hadn't eaten in five days.

And as Johnson came off the plane, I was trying to maneuver him

towards the speaker's platform, out in Lindbergh Field. There

was Harold waiting with his camera and his microphone. And

naturally, I thought it was best to keep the President moving if
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possible. (Laughter) He was enough of a ham, though, when he saw

that microphone and that camera, he stopped. And Harold's first

question out of the box was, "Mr. President, do you think the

homosexual incident, involving your administration is going to

prove damaging to the campaign?" (Laughter) I thought, "Now I've

really got to push the guy," But not a chance. He stopped, he

talked and he gave an interview, which became national headlines.

Five days before the election, "President Charges that the

Eisenhower Administration had Similar Homosexual ..•(Laughter) I

don't know if it's true or not, but I didn't

care., .(laughter), ,.this guy will kill you if you stay here any

longer. So I literally tugged the President's (unclear) unto the

platform. And it may not have escaped your attention that, he

was re-elected despite his great stop over with Harold Keen.

(Laughter)

I can tell you that the end of Harold's career, and I say

the end I mean the last two or three years, were in my opinion,

the best of all. I recall Harold saying to me at one time, quite

seriously, "You know Van, as hard as we work and as all the

effort and imagination we put into this, hardly anything that we

ever write will live beyond sun down." And of course, he was

right, that's the essence of the daily newspaper. You live for

the moment and then the next day is a new challenge, a new time.

That was before Harold went to work on a regular, not that he was

employed by, but that he had a monthly column, I would call it,

but it was a featured pjece, in San Diego Magazine. In that
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medium, for the first time, Harold went out on a long range

business of investigation, of preparation of a story that wind up

with some of the most informative reporting that has been done,

the best writing on subjects like San Diego's Water Needs, its
transportation and other matters. Some of his works in San Diego

Magazine are still a touch stone for people who are supposed to

be in charge of the municipal agenda. And you know this is not a

bad (unclear) at all. To be simply the very best at whatever it

is that you do. Harold Keen was the best and the friends that he

left nearly ten years ago, will have to be delighted to know that

his memory is to be associated with this new center for

international students here on the campus of San Diego State

University. Although he was not privileged to have been a

graduate of this institution, where his wife achieved both a BA

and an MA, there putting herself one up on Harold. (Laughter)

Harold and San Diego State had a great deal in common. A spirit

of intellectual curiosity, an inclination to reach out to all

who share that curiosity and an understanding that for most of

us, success will come only after hard work. Harold would be

especially pleased to know that his bond with this university is

to be perpetuated through an international student center.

Himself, a second generation americanJ as are, I guess most of

us. This man was close enough to his roots, to know some of the

difficulties encountered by strangers in any land. Yes, even in

a land which offers them as much as ours does. Thanks to all of

you, and today especially, to thanks to dear Ruth Keen Foreign
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students of San Diego State will enjoy new opportunities to

mingle and to intermingle. As set forth on the invitation to

this morning's event, you joined an effort to build a new

foundation for peace. An effort whose importance has surely been
impressed upon us by the events of the last six weeks, 10,000

miles from here.

Whatever a student's race, whatever his national origin or

as annunciated in the fifteenth amendment, whatever his previous

condition of servitude, all will find a friendly pavement in this

great campus center. Here, let us hope they will find the spirit

of America. It'll be a spirit that asks, "How are things going?

Anything you need? or How can we help?" It'll be the spirit of

Harold Keen. (Applause)

Ron Johnston;

Days like this, where we hear story about the inept and

dishonest politicians, where's Lionel Van Deerlin when we need

him?(Laughter & Applause) Thank you very very much. All of you,

we would appreciate, if you would come up and have some more

coffee, things have been refilled. There will be more food

brought out. Please stick around for a couple of reasons.

Number one, we don't want to leave a lot of food that has to be

disposed of. Number two, there's going to be some photo sessions

and Judy (unclear), who's been the guiding force of today's event

at San Diego State University and the Student Resource Center, is

going to be arranging photo things, so please stick around

because you will likely be tapped to be involved in something.

•
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You can't escape. She won't let you out the door. And to close

out the program portion of today's event, I would like to do

something a little bit different. As Lionel Van Deerlin

said, "We're having a groundbreaking ceremony within a room and

that's a little bit different. And consistent with the theme

brought up, I think by Ron of Disney's "Small World" or possible

President Day, if you would all join hands with you neighbor.

This being a small worked and if the students would do the same

thing, we would like to introduce Lynda West, who's going to

grace us with some beautiful music. And in closing today, too,

if any of you have some friends who you feel would like to become

involved in a project as exciting as this project is, please have

them call us, please have them talk to one of the people who you

know today at the meeting, we would like to have their

participation and like to have them enjoy the growth of this

university and its student center as well. Thank you all. Lynda.

Lynda sings "Let There Be Peace on Earth"


